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Availability of Insurance Coverage for Immediate
Coronavirus Losses
This article focuses on coverage for the immediate losses caused by coronavirus, including loss of revenue to businesses suddenly devoid
of customers, businesses dealing with disrupted supply chains, and businesses forced to shutter either by concern for public health or by
explicit government order.
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T

he coronavirus pandemic
affects
almost
every
aspect of life, not just in
New York, but across the
United States and the
globe. In addition to sickness and
loss of life, the pandemic has had
an immense impact on businesses
around the globe, causing significant losses that are likely to continue for the foreseeable future.
The effect on business has been
seen in the drastic actions taken
by the New York City and state
governments. On March 16, 2020,
New York City Mayor Bill de Blasio issued Emergency Executive
Order No. 100, which ordered,
among other things, closure of
all establishments serving food
and drink (except for take-out
and delivery) and closed all entertainment venues. New York
Governor Andrew Cuomo signed
the New York State on “PAUSE”
executive order closing all non-

Two medical staff wearing protective suits treating a woman infected with coronavirus
(Covid-19) inside an isolation ward at a hospital.

essential businesses across New
York State effective 8 p.m. on
Sunday, March 22, 2020.
While policyholders may not
have purchased insurance that specifically covers them in the event
of a viral “pandemic”, there are still
avenues for those policyholders to
seek insurance coverage for their
losses, supported by case law from
New York and around the country.
This article focuses on coverage
for the immediate losses caused by

coronavirus, including loss of revenue to businesses suddenly devoid
of customers, businesses dealing
with disrupted supply chains, and
businesses forced to shutter either
by concern for public health or by
explicit government order.
Business Interruption
Most first-party property insurance policies contain business interruption or time element coverage, which covers a policyholder’s
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loss of business. Typically, these
types of coverage are found under
policies that insure physical loss or
damage to its property. There have
been numerous cases in which the
physical loss or damage standard
has been evaluated in the context
of non-structural damage that renders a structure uninhabitable,
such as exposure to odors or dangerous microscopic substances.
There is a nationwide consensus of authority providing that as
long as a condition makes a property uninhabitable or deprives
the policyholder of use of the
property, that condition will constitute physical loss or damage.
A leading case applying New
York law to this issue is Port Authority of New York & New Jersey
v. Affiliated FM Insurance Co., 311
F.3d 226 (3d Cir. 2002). The Third
Circuit stated: “[w]hen the presence of large quantities of asbestos in the air of a building is such
as to make the structure uninhabitable and unusable, then there
has been a distinct loss to its
owner.” Id. at 236. As part of this
ruling, the court cited cases finding that when a condition made
the use of a property unsafe, that
would constitute direct physical
loss or damage. Id. at 235. For further exploration of cases discussing this requirement, see TRAVCO
v. Ward, 715 F. Supp. 2d 699 (E.D.
Va. 2010) and Mellin v. N. Sec. Ins.
Co., 115 A.3d 799 (N.H. 2015).
Moreover, Port Authority and other
cases stand for the proposition,
particularly applicable with regard
to coronavirus, that a condition

that causes an “imminent threat”
of loss of utility to a property can
also constitute direct physical
loss or damage for purposes of
business interruption coverage.
See Port Auth., 311 F.3d at 226; see
also, e.g., Murray v. State Farm Fire
& Cas. Co., 509 S.E.2d 1, 17 (W. Va.
1998) (finding direct physical loss
could include the imminent threat
of rocks falling on a house that had
not yet sustained any actual damage).
There can be no debate that the
presence of coronavirus can make
a business uninhabitable, unusable, or unsafe. For example, New
York City Emergency Executive Order No. 100 states “the reduction
of … meetings or other gatherings
is necessary to combat the spread
of the disease” and also that “the
virus is physically is causing property loss and damage.” Any person
walking into a business can pose
an imminent threat of spreading
coronavirus. In this manner, and
since policies typically require the
insured to mitigate any ongoing
losses, business interruption coverage could be available for businesses that closed their doors out
of an abundance of caution to public health in the early stages of the
outbreak in the United States.
Contingent Business
Interruption
Another avenue for coverage
for coronavirus losses is contingent business interruption or
contingent time element coverage. Contingent business interruption coverage provides cov-

erage for lost business sustained
by the policyholder due to direct
physical damage sustained by a
supplier or customer.
As stated above, the presence
of coronavirus at any location
should satisfy the requirement
of physical loss of or damage to
property. While some policies
have specific lists of contingent
business interruption locations,
for those that do not, contingent
business interruption coverage
has been broadly interpreted
by courts. See, e.g., Park Electrochemical v. Cont’l Cas. Co., 2011
WL 703945 (E.D.N.Y. Feb, 18, 2011)
(finding policy ambiguous as to
whether a policyholder’s subsidiaries could qualify as suppliers
for contingent business interruption coverage); Archer-Daniels
Midland Co. v. Phoenix Assurance
Co., 936 F. Supp. 534, 540-44 (S.D.
Ill. 1996) (finding that contingent
business interruption coverage
from Mississippi River flooding
included the Army Corps of Engineers and all Midwestern farmers as suppliers despite the lack
of direct relationship between the
policyholder and those entities).
Virtually every business is suffering some kind of contingent
business interruption due to coronavirus. Policyholders should
document these added costs or
lost revenues and make contingent
business interruption claims.
 ivil Ordinance and
C
Ingress/Egress
Another avenue for coverage
is coverage extensions in many
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and circulates it to state regulatory agencies so that upon approval
it can be used by insurers. The exclusion provides, in relevant part,
that the insurer “will not pay for
loss or damage caused by or resulting from any virus, bacterium or other microorganism that
induces or is capable of inducing physical distress, illness or
disease.”
While in a vacuum this exclusion appears to encompass loss
caused by coronavirus, it is critical for policyholders to analyze
their entire policy to see if there
are other provisions that could
limit the applicability of this exclusion. Moreover, if insurers attempt to assert exclusions that
are worded differently than this
ISO exclusion, New York policyholders can argue that if insurers
wanted to exclude coverage for
disease-causing virus they should
have done so more clearly.
Courts have been willing to afford very narrow interpretation to
similar exclusions in the past. See,
e.g., Old Town Canoe Co. v. Cont’l
Exclusions
Cas. Co., 2005 WL 2674902, at *1-4
While there are several avenues (D. Me. Oct. 20, 2005) (interpretto coverage for losses policyhold- ing exclusion for loss caused by
ers are already experiencing, the extremes of temperature (which
unfortunate reality is that many also included bacteria or virus)
policyholders may face attempts to only apply to extremes of exby insurers to bar those avenues ternal temperature, not internal
by virtue of exclusions in policies. temperature).
An example of this narrow inOne exclusion is found in Insurance Services Office (ISO) form terpretation in New York law that
CP 01 40 07 06 entitled “Exclusion will be relevant to coronavirus
for Loss Due to Virus or Bacteria.” claims is New York courts’ interISO is a centralized service that pretation of pollution exclusions.
drafts insurance policy language New York courts have consistentproperty insurance policies for
property that is inaccessible due
to law or civil ordinance, or because the manner of ingress and
egress to the property is inaccessible. This coverage is typically very straightforward. See,
e.g., Fountain Powerboat Indus. v.
Reliance Ins. Co., 119 F. Supp. 2d
552, 556-57 (E.D.N.C. 2000) ([T]he
meaning of the [ingress/egress]
clause is exceedingly clear.”).
As mentioned above, to stem the
tide of the coronavirus outbreak,
city and state governments in New
York and elsewhere have issued
orders forcing many businesses to
close and those that remain open
to work at a reduced capacity. Law
and civil ordinance coverage in a
property policy could provide coverage for losses as a result of these
actions. Moreover, the orders also
call for people to remain at home
as much as possible. In that manner, law or civil ordinance has deprived even businesses that remain
open of customers at their usual
frequency.

ly recognized that while those exclusions may be broadly worded,
they are intended to deal with
broadly dispersed environmental pollutants, not other claims
involving conditions that could
arguably fit within the wording of
the exclusions. See Belt Painting v.
TIG Ins. Co., 100 N.Y.2d 377, 383-88
(2003). Any attempt by insurers
to argue coverage for coronavirus
losses is excluded under broad
and general pollution exclusions
would likely fail under New York
law.
Conclusion
New York and the rest of the
country and the world face significant challenges in the face of
the coronavirus pandemic. Policyholders should proactively
pursue insurance coverage to
compensate them as fully as possible for the losses they have already incurred and will continue
to incur.
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